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Abstract—Room electromagnetics characteristics are investigated at
Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) frequencies from 2 to 10 GHz in an indoor
environment for various Tx-Rx positions. The reverberation time is
found to be bandwidth independent and decreases as the frequency
is increased. Besides, the reverberation ratio, i.e. the contribution of
the diffuse fields to the total power, increases also with larger Tx-
Rx separation. A maximum value of the reverberation ratio of 0.6 is
obtained for the investigated scenarios in the room.
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I. INTRODUCTION
R
ECENT studies such as [1] have shown the importance of the
diffuse multipath components (DMC) in realistic indoor envi-
ronments in terms of its contribution to the total power density. The
DMC is usually considered as the remainder of the measurements
data after removing all possible specular paths. Hence, the DMC
power can not be obtained directly from propagation mechanisms.
Alternatively, the DMC total power density in a given indoor en-
vironment can rather be expressed as a function of its reverberation
time [2], [3]; the reverberation time being the decay rate of the DMC
and used in the room electromagnetics theory [2], [3].
The total power density of the DMC at any given location is highly
dependent to the reverberation time and separation between the
transceiver elements. The reverberation time has previously been
investigated in office environments and in reverberation chamber as
well [3], [4]. All the works mentioned above have been carried out
at a single frequency, i.e., 1.4, 2.3, 3, or 5.4 GHz. Up to now, no
studies have addressed the characteristics of the reverberation time
at higher frequencies with large bandwidths according to the authors
knowledge. Here, the reverberation time characteristics are investi-
gated from 2-10 GHz as well as the total power of the DMC. The
characteristics are namely the reverberation time dependency to both
the bandwidth of the frequency since those are important features
of modern telecommunication systems. The paper is organized as
follows: the measurements scenario and the methods are summarized
in Section II. The results are presented in Section III and conclusions
are drawn in Section IV.
II. SCENARIOS AND METHODS
A. Scenarios
The measurements have been carried out in a laboratory of the
Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena, Cartagena, Spain. The details
of the environment, the measurement scenarios and the channel
sounder settings can be found in [5]. The main settings are recalled
here for the reader: i) the frequency is ranging between 2 and 10 GHz
with 2048 frequency points and ii) three Tx blocks were considered.
Each block consists in 95 Tx positions along a linear segment of
95 cm whereas the receiver (Rx) occupied 8 positions along a linear
segment of 70 cm.
B. Methods
Each block (or segment of 95 cm) is divided in 3 sub-blocks
with 31 successive elements. The 8 Rx positions are retained. The
Tx and Rx are re-arranged so that the spatial correlation between
two received signals in different sub-blocks is lower than 0.5 for
the whole frequency band. This criterion is set to obtain spatially
uncorrelated signals. Then, an averaged impulse response per sub-
block is obtained with 8 positions of the Rx and 31 positions of the
Tx. This is sufficiently large to remove the small scale fading effects.
The reverberation time is then determined from the averaged power
delay profile (PDP) following the procedure detailed in [3]. One value
of the reverberation time (which is characteristic of the room with
respect to diffuse absorption) is further obtained by averaging the
values for all the sub-blocks.
Once the reverberation time is determined, the received power due
to the DMC is [2]:
Pdmc =
P0c0τ
V
(
λ
4pi
)2 × e−
d0
c0τ × ηpol, (1)
where P0, c0=3×10
8 m/s, V, λ, d0, and ηpol=0.5 are the transmitted
power, light speed in vacuum (m/s), room volume (m3), wavelength
(m), Tx-Rx seperation (m), and the factor accounting for the ran-
domness of the DMC polarization, respectively. Pdmc has the same
unit as P0 (Watt). Note the in (1), an omni-directional antenna with
a unity gain is considered since complete diffuse fields are assumed.
The total received power is calculated as follows:
Ptotal =
∑
i
PDP (τi) (2)
Note that both (1) and (2) are calculated in a linear scale.
III. RESULTS
A. Reverberation time as a function of the bandwidth
Frequencies ranging from 2.5 to 9.5 GHz with a step of 500 MHz
are investigated. The bandwidth varies from the narrow band to ultra
wide band, i.e., from 100 MHz up to 900 MHz with a step of 50 MHz.
Figure 1 presents the reverberation time as a function of bandwidth
for different frequencies. Only selected frequencies are shown for the
sake of clarity. The maximum relative standard deviation is about
2.2%, clearly indicating that the reverberation time is bandwidth
independent. This is attributed to the fact that the bandwidth does
not affect the propagation phenomena but rather influences the small
scale fading statistics since it determines the resolvable delay bin
duration. However, the reverberation in the environment is due the
large scale fading, which is attributed to physical phenomena such
as the diffractions/shadowing, the scattering, free space attenuation,
etc.
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Fig. 1. Reverberation time as a function of the bandwidth for different frequencies.
B. Reverberation time as a function of the frequency
A bandwidth of 500 MHz is now considered for the rest of
this study as the reverberation time is bandwidth independent (Sec-
tion III-A). Figure 2 shows the decrease of the reverberation time
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Fig. 2. Reverberation time as a function of the frequency. A bandwidth of 500 MHz
is considered. For a frequency, the reverberation time value is obtained by averaging
9 values from different spatial positions in the room.
as the frequency is increased. This shows that the energy at higher
frequencies is fading faster away comparing to the energy at lower
frequencies, which is caused by larger electrical distances at higher
frequencies. The absorption coefficient of the building materials at
higher frequencies contributes to the fast decay of the diffuse fields as
well. However, a local maximum is observed in the 5-6 GHz region.
Further investigations of the reverberation time frequency dependency
should be performed in other indoor environments to verify whether
this resonance phenomenon is due to the room dimensions, to the
absorption properties of the building materials, or to the reverberation
itself.
C. Diffuse power contribution in the total power
It might be helpful to quantify the impact of the DMC when
designing a wireless system. The DMC impact in terms of its
contribution to the total power could be used - if not negligible - to
increase the system performance or to determine the possible health
effects due to the diffuse fields. The term reverberation ratio is here
used as in [6] to define the ratio of the DMC power and the total
power.
r =
Pdmc
Ptotal
, (3)
where Pdmc, and Ptotal are the power due to the diffuse fields and the
total power, respectively. Figure 3 shows the reverberation ratio (r)
as a function of the frequency and for different Tx-Rx separations.
For a given frequency, the reverberation ratio becomes larger as the
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Fig. 3. Reverberation ratio as a function of the frequency. A bandwidth of 500 MHz
is considered.
Tx-Rx separation increases. This experimental observation agrees
with [6], where it is found that the reverberation ratio as a function
of the distance shows a resonance phenomenon occurring from a
certain Tx-Rx distance. However, this resonance phenomenon could
not have been investigated because of the short Tx-Rx separations -
due to the room dimensions - during our measurement campaign. It is
noteworthy to mention that both the DMC power and the total power
decrease as the frequency increases. An increasing reverberation ratio
shows that the DMC power decreases slower than the total power
does.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The frequency and bandwidth dependence of the electromagnetic
reverberation time is experimentally investigated in an indoor envi-
ronment. The results demonstrate that it is bandwidth independent
and decreases as a function of frequency, showing that the diffuse
fields fade at a faster rate at higher frequencies. The contribution
of the diffuse fields to the total power is not significant (<10 %)
at short Tx-Rx separations while it becomes prominent at large Tx-
Rx separations in agreement with the literature. A local maximum
is observed in the reverberation ratio as a function of the frequency.
However, this observation has to be confirmed with more extensive
measurements and has to be supported with theoretical backgrounds.
This will be part of future works on this topic.
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